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THE old boss of the National Health Service (NHS), Sir David Nicholson, left the post warning that the service risked tipping into the red 
next year. By 2020 its annual budget may fall short by £30 billion ($50 billion) due to a growing elderly population. The new boss, Simon 
Stevens (pictured), a former adviser to Tony Blair, has got the message. "The stakes have never been higher," Mr Stevens will say on 
April 1st in a speech marking his first day on the job. 

The fiscal squeeze provides both a challenge and an opportunity. Sir David gave reformers in the NHS some cover to experiment by 
declaring the current system "unsustainable". Already Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs), which are meant to be doctor-led and 
responsible for about 60% of the NHS budget, are innovating with the way they purchase services. Some have bundled their contracts, 
forcing providers to integrate their care. This should please Mr Stevens, who says, "Our traditional partitioning of health services—GPs, 
hospital outpatients, A&E departments, community nurses, emergency mental health care, out-of-hours units, ambulance services and 
so on—no longer makes much sense."  

But some CCGs are lagging behind, while others have been stymied by entrenched interests. In Oxfordshire the head of the local CCG, 
Stephen Richards, was booted out after trying to move from an activity-based contract to an outcomes-based contract for mental-health 
services. Mr Stevens must empower those like Dr Richards who want to shake things up. He should encourage competition and push 
hospitals (nearly half of which are flirting with deficits) to shrink or close if patients can get better care elsewhere. No provider—public or 
private—should feel comfortable offering the same service at the same price as before. 

Reformers have cause to be optimistic. Mr Stevens co-wrote the market-orientated plan for the NHS presented by Mr Blair's Labour 
government in 2000 (this now seems to concern some in the party who want to stifle competition). While working for UnitedHealth 
Group, a private health insurer in America, he championed giving patients enough information to make intelligent choices about their 
care. He's already asking the right questions about today's NHS: "How can there be a 40% difference in local rates of age-standardised 
NHS hip replacements, cataract surgeries and gall bladder operations? How can a quarter of NHS trusts get away with having their 
'value for money' accounts qualified by their auditors?..." 

The biggest challenge facing Mr Stevens may be convincing the public of the need for "massive change", as Sir David put it. Most 
Britons, for example, are dead set against paying a small fee for doctor visits, even if it means their local practice shutting down. That is 
but one option. Mr Stevens no doubt has ideas of his own, but first he must deal with public complacency. Shane Gordon, who heads a 
CCG in Essex, puts the fiscal challenge in perspective by running down some choices for coming up with the savings he needs to find 
locally. They include cutting funding for half of GPs, firing all district nurses or prescribing half as many drugs. "I don't think that's the 
scale of the conversation being had publicly about the future of the NHS," he says. 
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